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while pretending to 'be working
. . . The first four-function

mechanical calculator was built. by t!he
mathematician Gottfried Leibniz in
1694. While not commercially available
for nearly .200 years, the design was the
basis of many such celculetorsuntil
well into this century.

What caught the Addendum staff's
attention was the gear problem present-
ed by the mechanical calculator: How to
move the gear an amount proportional,
to the number to be added. A number of
solution were tried at various times.

The first was the use of rocking seg-
meats. This sy lem is a kind of curved
rack and pinion arrangement. The rock-
er (rack) had nine teeth that meshed
with a p,inion. The operator would strike
a key and tum a crank. engaging the
pinion, which would move the rocker
segment. up until it hit the key's stop.
Whenahe crank was returned to its orig-
mal po ilion. so was the rocker, and the
pinion disengaged so the rerum troke
wouldn't subtract the digit just added.

The second system. was the stepped
drum approach developed by Lei.bniz,
although a man named Charles X.
Thomas was the one who made it com-
mercially viable. It solved the problem.
by using a drum 011 which oogsof vary-
ing length (one tor each number between
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one and nine) were attached. A gear was
attached to a pointer, which the user

"Gentleman, can we top networking long enough 10 gel some
a/the work done around here?"

could move to the desired d.igit on a
numbered dial The gear would move
mong the drum's length and engage the
appropriateoog. For 'example, if the user
set the point to four. the gear would miss
all the cogs shorter than the fifth one,

A refinement of this system was
developed by Curt Herzstark. He used a
counter gear, which rotated based on i.1:S
position along the length of the drum
for each number. This led to a design
that was simpler, smaller and less like-
ly to jam ..

(The Addendum staff thank
Hicks, who provided thi . information
and lots more on his Web page. The
Museum of HP CaJlcuIators atwww.telepol1

.coml-dghlnzechwork. hlm,)I
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When we're Dot surfing the Net in
search of gears, we're stilll following
their Hollywood careers. Our nomina-
tion for both Best Gears in a Supporting
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Role and Best Gears in a Family Movie
goes to "8eauty and the Beast" (1991).
For those of you who have been a) living
on another planet, or b) have no children,
grandchildren. nieces, nephews, or
young friends of any variety, we're refer-
ring to the animated version of the story
from the folks at Disney.

In the rust ] 0 minute of the fUm,
there are at least three scenes with gears
inlthem.

First are the almost. inconspicuous
gears attached tolhe weathervane on top'
of Belle's father's house, This clever
contraption appears to be some art of
windmill generator, and its artistic place-
ment here lin the open ing scene .provides
subtle clues, aboutjhe mad inventor (a
gear engineer?) who lives inside.

The gear motif continues inside the
inventor's hou: e, when we see his latest
contraption, an automatic wood chop-
ping machine, which has a spur gear set
prominently placed 011 the outside of
the machine.

Finally,. ina very dramatic scene,
Cogsworth (an animated clock) is
knocked down lihe tairease by his angry
master, the Beast, AU sorts of spare parts
pop out of Cogsworth's case when be
hits the floor, Never before h a gear
demon trat.ed such anguish. such pain,
such fill tration ... Rating: 0 0 O.
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